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What is the ITER Project?
The purpose of the ITER Project is to prove the feasibility of
fusion power as a safe, reliable, and abundant energy
source to meet the needs of the world’s growing population.
ITER is an international collaboration between the
governments of China, the European Union, India, Japan,
Korea, Russia, and the United States.
The ITER Project will be followed by construction of “Demo”,
a functioning Fusion Energy Power Plant
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What is the ITER Project?
•

Agreement between the Member countries
was officially signed in November of 2006
and the ITER Project was formally
established.

•

As part of the ITER Agreement, the
Members created the ITER Organization
for oversight, design, and assembly of the
ITER Machine

•

The Agreement also called for individual
home offices called “Domestic Agencies”
to build the key plant components and ship
them to the construction site

•

Today, ITER Members share every aspect
of the project, including science, design
and engineering, finance, and staffing
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Why is Fusion Energy
Necessary?
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Why Fusion?
•

The average person uses 2.4 kilo watts of electricity per year, or the
equivalent of 24 light bulbs burning 24 hours a day for 365 days.

•

Energy consumption is not equally distributed throughout the world
– A person living in the United States uses two times the energy per
person of someone in the United Kingdom, which is 48 times the
energy consumption of someone living in Bangladesh

•

In order to raise their standard of living, poorer countries will have to
consume more energy. Rapid growth in the economies of India and other
developing nations will increase world energy consumption by 50% by
the year 2030
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What are the Energy Alternatives?
• Currently, 80% of the energy we use comes
from fossil fuels like coal, gas, and oil
• The remaining 20% comes from fission,
hydropower, sustainable sources such as
wind and solar and others
• We can and should pursue sustainable
energy sources, but at less than 1% of our
current energy supply, they will not fill the
gap when supplies of fossil fuels start to run
out

• This leaves Fission
and Fusion
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What are the Benefits of Fusion
Energy?
1. Abundant - Fusion fuels, deuterium and tritium, are abundant and
available worldwide
– Deuterium is found in seawater and there is sufficient quantities
for millions of years
– Tritium is produced from lithium, the metal used in many
batteries, and there is enough ore for thousands of years
– It takes approximately 1 gram of fusion fuel to equal 2,000
barrels of oil
2. Safe – No risk of catastrophic meltdown since only enough fuel for
a few seconds of burn
3. Clean – No emissions or long-term storage issues
4. Efficient - A fusion reactor like ITER will be able to produce 500
MW of output power for 50 MW of input power – or ten times the
amount of energy put into the machine
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What is Fusion Energy?
• Fusion is the energy source that
fuels the sun and the stars

• Fusion takes intense pressures
and temperatures (100 million
degrees Celsius) to create a
reaction

• Heavy isotopes of hydrogen
such as tritium and deuterium
fuse at temperatures and
densities that can be achieved in
a laboratory
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What is Fusion?
Fusing two nuclei produces a larger nuclei plus some energy

+
+
+

+
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Atomic Nucleus

Energy

Large Atomic
Nucleus

Atomic Nucleus
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What is the Best Way to Achieve
Fusion?
• Two alternatives:
1. Inertial Confinement (N.I.F. - US)
2. Magnetic Confinement (ITER)

• Magnetic confinement offers the
most reliable way to create and
sustain a plasma capable of
producing energy
• Russians came up with the idea of
the “Tokamak” in the 1950s
• Tokamak is an oval shaped vacuum
vessel that is surrounded by
magnets for suspending and
sustaining a plasma
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The ITER Tokamak
• ITER will contain a total of 48
superconducting magnet structures
• Each of these magnets will weigh
as much as a fully-loaded 747
airplane
• Vacuum chamber will contain more
steel than the Eiffel tower and
weigh almost as much as an
aircraft carrier
• Special trucks will be needed to
transport components 106
kilometres from the port to the ITER
site along the ITER “itinerary”
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What are the Challenges for
ITER?
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The ITER Challenge
ITER Faces both Technical and Project Management Challenges
• Technical Challenges include:
– Complex design and interfaces
– Extreme QA/QC requirements
– Remote repair of vessel components
• Project Management challenges include:
– Tight schedule and budget
– Multiple hand-offs of components
– Seven-party collaboration
Being part of a global collaboration is rewarding, but it’s also what
makes ITER challenging!
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International Project Management
Framework1
Criteria

Degree of
Globalization

1

Locations

Very High

2

Native Languages

Very High

3
4

Time Zones
Cultural Differences

Very High
Very High

5

Organizations

Very High

6
7

Funding
Decision Making

Very High
Very High

Justification
ITER Organization in France, Seven Country Offices in Spain, China, India, Japan,
Korea, Russia, and the US, major suppliers in many countries
Total of 37 languages, including 19 European Languages (Italian, French, Spanish,
Flemish, Greek, Polish, Bulgarian, Danish, German, Dutch, English, Finnish,
Portuguese, Lithuanain, Romanian, Slovenian, Swedish, Russian, and Ukranian),
Chinese, Japanese, Hindi, and Korean plus 14 different dialects spoken in India
Six Time Zones
Asian, Western, and Indian cultures
ITER Organization, Country Offices, the ITER Council (IC), the Financial Audit Board
(FAB), the Science and Technology Advisory Committee (STAC), and the Management
Advisory Committee (MAC) plus major suppliers
Funding through cash and in-kind contributions from Members
Major Decisions made in committee through unanimous agreement

•

As a global project, the areas that present the greatest test to ITER are 1) locations, 2) languages, 3)
time zones, 4) cultures, and 5) organizations.

•

In addition to these areas, ITER has challenges in 6) its funding model and 7) decision making

•

Success of the ITER Project will depend on its ability to manage risks in these areas of its
international operations

1 Jean

Binder, Global Project Management Framework: A Cartesian Concept Model, 2009 PMI Global Congress Proceedings
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1. Locations
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1. Locations
• Having multiple locations can add risk to a project.
– Example is the Airbus A380

Risk Mitigation Strategies for managing
multiple international locations:
1. Risk Management – Bottoms-up risk
assessment with each project team and
integration of risk registry with the resourceloaded schedule
2. Configuration Management – Change
management to ensure changes are properly
communicated, agreed, and adopted into the
earned value baseline
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1. Locations

3. Communications Management – Making sure that information shared between
international project participants is accurate, unambiguous, and timely
– Integrated Product Teams - Working in a collaborative way to solve specific issues
– Virtual Meetings – Ample teleconferencing and videoconferencing capabilities that
allow any person at any location to join any meeting
– Document Sharing - Collaborative document sharing system through which technical
or other information can be accessed by project participants
– Meetings – Face-to-face meetings in which understanding of both verbal and nonverbal communication is essential
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2. Languages
• There are a total of 19 European and three Asian
languages represented at ITER Headquarters
• In addition, the majority of Indian colleagues speak
one of three main languages (Gujarati, Tamil or
Telugu) as well as about 10 regional dialects
• Misunderstandings can and do arise:
– Japanese may make a sound that might be
thought to represent agreement when in fact it
just means the person is listening
– Personnel with limited English comprehension
skills may be too embarrassed to admit they
don’t understand and not ask for clarification
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2. Languages
Risk Mitigation Strategies for Languages:
• Have an Official Language – All technical and non-technical documentation
written or translated into English
• Write it Down – ITER takes careful notes of meetings help eliminate “noise” in
the communication process
– Minutes are subsequently circulated to the participants to give them the
opportunity to clear up any errors before decisions are finalized
• Learn the Languages of others – ITER takes an active role in helping staff learn
the language of the host country and those of other staff members
– Beginner French classes are offered free of charge to new staff and their
families to assist with daily life
– Organization promotes linguistic exchanges among staff members in which
30 minutes of language training in one language is exchanged for 30 minutes
in another
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3. Time Zones
• ITER countries are spread across six
time zones
• There are no office hours that are
common to all parties
• A meeting starting at eleven in the
morning at ITER Headquarters is
actually five in the afternoon in China,
six in evening in Japan, and five in the
morning in the US
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3. Time Zones
Risk Mitigation Strategies for Time Zones:
• Rotate Meetings - ITER rotates the originating location and time of its
virtual meetings so that Members share equally in the burden of having
skewed working hours
• Communicate whenever possible – Hold meetings on weekends as
needed, adjust work schedule as needed
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4. Cultural Differences
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4. Cultural Differences

• ITER brings together people from
collectivist Asian cultures, where
priority is given to the goals and
desires of the group, with people
from individualist Western cultures in
which emphasis is placed on the
needs of the individual
• Cultural misunderstandings,
particularly in formal settings, can
impact the ability of staff and
stakeholders to work together
effectively
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4. Cultural Differences
• Physical Contact- French people typically kiss each other on the cheek at work
each day For someone from Korea or India where physical contact is not the
norm, a kiss on the cheek, a hug, or even a pat on the back can lead to
problems
• Personal Space - Different expectations regarding personal space and
situations have arisen from someone sitting too close to a colleague at a
meeting or through individual one-on-one conversations
• Familiarity - Koreans could be offended by the familiarity demonstrated by an
American
• Punctuality - Tensions can also develop between those who expect to begin
meetings on time, such as the Americans and Germans, and those who see time
as more elastic like the Indians or Italians.
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4. Cultural Differences
Risk Mitigation for Cultures:
• Promote cultural awareness
– Intercultural Events – ITER Holds
intercultural breakfasts and lunches to allow
staff to share their culture or food with others
– Comparative Culture Workshops – ITER
holds events to compare and contrast
cultures to understand differences and
similarities
– Seminars – ITER holds seminars to study a
culture and give staff members an
opportunity to ask questions
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5. Organizations

• The ITER Project is comprised
of a number of geographically dispersed organizations and
stakeholders
• These include the ITER
Organization in France, the
Domestic Agencies or offices,
and the governments of the
respective Member countries
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5. Organizations
Risk Mitigation Strategies for Organizations:
• Diplomacy - ITER relies on
both official and unofficial
diplomacy between parties
• Decision Papers Decisions are documented in
official papers that are then
distributed to the
stakeholders for review and
approval – Write it down!
• Align Management
Structure – At ITER,
Managers representing the
seven Member countries
were inserted into key
positions
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6. Funding

• ITER Organization does not directly control the resources of the project. Instead,
Members provide cash and in-kind contributions to support the ITER
Organization and then manage the funding for their own work scope
• Organization cannot directly influence spending in the home countries and a
Member that fails to properly manage its finances can negatively impact the
project schedule
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6. Funding
Strategies for Managing Funding:
• Agree on a Baseline – ITER is currently seeking approval on an integrated
cost, schedule, and scope baseline
• Develop Annual Work Plans - The Organization extracts information from the
baseline to create annual work plans in which the specific responsibilities of the
Members are outlined each year
• Publish Rolling Funding Projections - ITER publishes three-year rolling
budgets to allow the Members to have time to work with their respective
governments to acquire the necessary funding for support of the ITER
Organization and its own activities
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7. Decision Making
•

The ITER Organization possesses
expert and referent power (power to
carry out decisions made by others),
but not reward or penalty power

•

Key decisions must be made
unanimously

ITER Science and
Technology Advisory
Committee

ITER Financial Audit
Board

ITER Council

Management Advisory
Committee
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7. Decision Making
Strategies for Decision Making in a Global Environment:
•

Peer Pressure – International Project Teams are competitive and respond
better to peer pressure than to traditional rewards or recognition

•

Focus on “Soft Skills” - In a global scientific environment, the ability to
promote Project Management best practice and get buy-in from technical
personnel is the most important attribute of a project manager

•

Adapt the tools to fit the Environment – ITER adapts traditional Earned
Value Management to fit its unique circumstances
– Members do not provide actual cost data but do submit monthly
schedule progress. This results in SPI but no CPI
– ITER uses Earned Value to track progress on its procurement plan
– Periodic Project Reviews to reinforce EV concepts among the senior
management
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Summary
 The ITER Project is one of the most ambitious international scientific collaboration ever
attempted
 In addition to the technical challenges associated with producing fusion energy, the ITER
Tokamak machine will be designed and fabricated in seven countries representing six
different time zones.
 The ITER model is designed to enable Member countries to develop the knowledge and
technology required to create their own fusion power plants in the future. However, this
approach requires unparalleled levels of collaboration and cooperation among countries
with different languages, cultures, organizations, and backgrounds.
 During the first couple years of the project, ITER has taken many steps to address the
risks of a global project that can be applied to other international or global projects
 Understanding the things that make each project unique is crucial to not only managing
those differences, but benefiting from them.
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Joe Onstott
joseph.onstott@iter.org
Web: www.iter.org
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